Abstract. An idealized model for turbulent premixed flames is introduced. It consists of a scalar advection-reaction-diffusion equation that describes the interaction of a thin flame with a turbulentlike flow field acting on two separate scales. Rigorous asymptotic results as well as affordable and reliable direct numerical simulations are available to predict the effective large scale behavior of the idealized front. This framework is used as part of a strategy to validate a modeling approach for the large scale simulations of turbulent premixed flame fronts. The relevance to practical computations is demonstrated by addressing three important issues regarding closure models for more realistic turbulent flames: scaling regimes in the parameterization of the flame speed; relationship between the front at large scales and the resolved reaction zone in a direct simulation; accuracy and efficiency of the large scale flamelet approach.
1. Introduction. Turbulent premixed flames play an important role in applications such as spark ignition engines and power plants [30, 16] . In many such applications, combustion takes place in the so-called flamelet regime, characterized by the fact that the flame thickness is very small compared to all the other significant length scales in the problem, in particular smaller than the smallest active turbulent eddies. In a practical computation, it is clear that one cannot afford to resolve explicitly the entire turbulent spectrum because this would require an excessively fine mesh resolution. The resolution requirement would only get worse if, in addition, one were to attempt to resolve the very thin flame. Instead, recent research efforts have focused on designing effective and reliable large eddy simulation (LES) methods for turbulent premixed flames, where only large scales are resolved while subgrid scales are modeled. For premixed flames, subgrid scales involve both the unresolved turbulent length scales and the reaction zone thickness. The fact that the flame front is so thin can actually become an asset in designing such a strategy by relying on the laminar flamelet approach. The key assumption is that the fine scale cross-section of the flame front is so thin that it is undisturbed by the turbulent eddies, with the consequence that microscopically, the flame propagates as in the laminar case, burning normal to itself with the so-called laminar flame speed. At large scales, the front is then viewed as a wrinkled infinitely thin interface, moving normal to itself with a local turbulent burning speed, always larger than the laminar speed, with the speed enhancement the result of the local mixing by the small scale eddies. Various modeling and numerical strategies have been proposed to account for the effect of this fine scale wrinkling and to represent numerically such a front and its coupling with the fluid flow. Examples can be found in [8] , [9] , [32] , [31] , [22] , [34] . How to systematically validate such approaches remains a major challenge. One strategy is to compare with laboratory experiments. This is certainly the ultimate validation, but the large eddy simulation of turbulent flames is still at a fairly early stage of development so that most likely, one will instead attempt to validate the LES results by comparison with direct numerical simulations (DNS), where all the scales are resolved so that no model is needed [32] . Direct numerical simulation is a very valuable tool to explore the dynamics of a turbulent flame but it has also limitations due to the computational cost. This paper discusses a complementary approach, where one applies the laminar flamelet strategy as a subgrid model in the context of an idealized test-case set-up to be amenable to theoretical analysis and to relatively cheap computations, so that systematic validation is much more tractable. How to design such an idealized test-case is described next.
2. Overall strategy. Turbulent combustion involves all the challenges from non-reactive turbulence, with the additional difficulties associated with the chemical reaction. Because non-reactive turbulence is still an ongoing research topic, the task of analyzing the performance of reactive turbulent models can be formidable. The key step used in this paper to design a tractable model is to impose a priori the velocity field, instead of obtaining it as the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations. This basically shortcuts the classical challenges associated with the non-reactive turbulent models and instead allows one to focus the study on the modeling of the interaction of turbulence and combustion. The idealized test-case was introduced in [26] . It consists of an advection-reaction-diffusion equation for the reactive scalar T , which can be viewed either as a normalized temperature or a reaction progress variable:
with the small parameter > 0 and the coefficient 0 < α < 1 given, along with the velocity fields v and v and the reaction rate f (T ). Different choices for the nonlinear rate function f (T ) can lead to different types of flames; an example of setup corresponding to a nonpremixed flame can be found in [6] while an example for a premixed flame is given in the next section. The scaling in the equation is such that, in the absence of advection (setting v and v to zero), the combination of slow diffusion (order ) and fast reaction (reaction rate f (T )/ ) leads to a very thin flame whose width scales like . The velocity field has two components, both incompressible: a large scale flow v(x, t) acting on the large scale (normalized to 1) and a perturbation v(x/ α , t/ α )) that acts at the scale α , intermediate between the flame thickness and the large scale. An example of such flow is given in the next section.
One central issue in turbulent combustion is to account properly for the turbulent mixing by the intermediate scale velocity as it always leads to an enhancement of the large-scale effective burning rate. An ad-hoc explanation of this enhancement is that the mixing increases the flame area, which in turn increases the overall rate of combustion, a specific example is given in the next section. There are two related point-of-views as far as accounting for that enhancement, and more generally describing the solution for T at large scales:
1. practical statement of the problem: what is an efficient procedure to compute numerically the solution for T at large scales when both the very small flame thickness and the intermediate scale α associated with the turbulent flow v are unresolved, i.e. smaller than the discretization mesh size ? 2. mathematical statement of the problem: what is the solution for T in the limit of , α → 0, i.e. what is the effective behavior of the thin flame front at large scales, taking into account the effects of its distortion at the intermediate scale by the velocity perturbation v ? The practical formulation of the problem in 1 is the classical closure problem that one must tackle in large eddy simulations; the challenge is to express the large scale nonlinear contributions from the unresolved scales solely in terms of the solution at large scales. There are two sources of such contributions in the model equation Eq.2.1. The first one is the advection term, this issue corresponds to the classical nonreactive turbulence closure problem, where it is dealt with by specifying an enhanced diffusivity. The second one is specific to reactive turbulence and is associated with the nonlinear reaction rate function f (T ). Several ad-hoc strategies have been proposed for closure in the reactive cases that capitalize on the fact that, at least in the flamelet regime, the reaction zone is very thin compared with all turbulent length scales. The strategy proposed here is to exploit the rigorous results from the mathematical approach as stated in 2 to offer a fresh perspective on the practical closure issue as stated in 1. Some of the benefits of this original approach are:
• Rigorous asymptotic results are available to provide useful information regarding the effective behavior at large scales, for example scaling regimes for the turbulence effects and upper bounds on effective transport coefficients.
• Eq.2.1 is easier to solve numerically by several orders of magnitude compared to the full reactive Navier-Stokes equations. This means that affordable, extensive, reliable numerical databases can be generated. This approach has of course intrinsic limitations. Eq.2.1 can be derived from the full reactive Navier-Stokes equations under a number of assumptions, most importantly: zero heat release, equal diffusivity for temperature and chemical species ( i.e. Lewis number unity), simple one-step irreversible chemistry, prescribed velocity field, scale separation. The idealized test-case is not meant to address issues related to the physical mechanisms neglected as a result of those approximations. Nevertheless, this type of model has been used very successfully in the past in the case of the turbulent transport of a passive scalar -see [25] for a self-contained introduction to that topic. The plan here is to generalize that type of study to the reactive scalar case. The detailed set-up corresponding to a turbulent premixed flame is described in Section 3 below. The asymptotic perspective on the problem is explained in detail in Section 4, including a summary of the relevant homogenization results, their practical implementation, and a numerical validation of the asymptotic predictions. Section 5 links the asymptotic predictions for the idealized test-case with three important issues relevant to the large eddy simulations of premixed flames in practical applications.
3. Specific set-up.
Idealized test-case.
A premixed flame is obtained by selecting a KPP type reaction rate function : f (T ) = KT (1 − T ) with K > 0 and where the temperature T has been normalized so that the unburnt gas temperature corresponds to T = 0 and the burnt temperature to T = 1. For that choice of f (T ), T = 1 is a stable equilibrium point of the ODE T t = f (T ) while T = 0 is an unstable equilibrium point. The irreversible conversion from fresh gas (unstable T = 0) to burnt gas (stable T = 1) corresponds to the propagation of the flame front toward the fresh gas [27] .
We solve Eq.(2.1) for T (t, x, y) in a rectangular domain. Fig.3 .1 shows the initial condition for the temperature. The computational domain is divided into two parts, with unburnt gas (T = 0) on the left side and burnt gas (T = 1) on the right side, so that the flame moves from right to left. Periodic conditions in y are imposed throughout the simulation, with period P = 1.
The large scale velocity field is a simple horizontal shear, (2πη) with (ξ, η) = (
with λ the intensity of the small scale turbulence. This intermediate scale box is used to tile the large scale rectangular domain as illustrated in Fig.3 .1. The streamlines of the Childress-Soward flow in each box are represented in Fig.3.2 for the values δ = 0, δ = 0.5 and δ = 1. The value of δ = 1 corresponds to a pure shear tilted at 45 degrees and the value of δ = 0 corresponds to an array of eddies. The intermediate value δ = 0.5 corresponds to a combination of shears and eddies; this is the value selected for the computations in this paper.
3.2. Numerical method for the resolved reference computations. The numerical algorithm used for the direct resolution of Eq.2.1 is described next. Given a time step ∆t, Strang's splitting strategy is used to integrate the advection-reactiondiffusion equation from time t to t + ∆t according to:
with A(∆t/2) the discrete advection operator , D(∆t) the discrete approximation for the diffusion operator, and R(∆t/2) is the discretized reaction operator. The advection term is discretized using a fourth order essentially non-oscillatory upwind scheme [29] and the diffusion term uses a standard second ordered centered finite difference Crank-Nicholson method. The reaction term is integrated exactly,
This last formula remains robust even in the stiff limit of small . 4.1. Theoretical predictions. The rigorous theory predicting the asymptotic limit behavior of the solution of Eq.2.1 can be found in [26] . It relies on the machinery of viscosity solutions and homogenization theory for Hamilton-Jacobi equations in the limit of small. In the laminar case (velocity field set to zero), the asymptotic flame front is an infinitely thin interface separating the burnt and unburnt sides, and moving toward the unburnt gas at the laminar burning speed S L = 2 f (0). In other words, for reaction rates of the KPP type, the flame speed is entirely governed by what happens in the pre-heat zone, near T = 0. The rigorous theory in [26] generalizes this result in the presence of the velocity fields. Again, in the asymptotic limit, the flame front consists of an infinitely thin interface separating the burnt and unburnt sides, transported by the large scale velocity, and propagating toward the unburnt gas, this time with an effective (turbulent) speed S T ≥ S L . As in the laminar case, this enhanced burning speed S T is essentially governed by the dynamics in the pre-heat zone. Next is a short summary of the theory in [26] , to provide some intuition on the mechanism by which turbulence leads to an enhancement of the propagation speed of the flame as a result of the mixing taking place near the cold side boundary.
The first step is to change variable in order to focus on the pre-heat zone near T = 0:
In terms of this new variable, the model equation becomes:
The diffusion operator splits into two terms, the second term in the right hand side is a small (order ) diffusion term for Z which is negligible in the limit of → 0, while the second term on the left hand side is an order 1 nonlinear term which has the same order of magnitude as the advection term. It is this nonlinear term, combined with the advection term, that describes the turbulent mixing mechanism in the pre-heat zone in the limit of small.
When goes to zero the solution Z converges uniformly on compact subsets to the viscosity solution of a Hamilton-Jacobi variational inequality:
with H is the eigenvalue of the so-called cell-problem
where D represents the gradient with respect to the intermediate scale variables (ξ, η). The unknowns are w, the bi-periodic, zero-mean eigenfunction (in the viscosity sense) and H the corresponding eigenvalue.
The theory in [26] states that, under some additional assumptions on the large scale velocity field v, the asymptotic limit for the flame consists of an infinitely thin front whose evolution can be described by the following level-set equation:
where the zero-level set {G(x, t) = 0} represents the flame interface. The equation describes the transport of the front by the large scale velocity as well as its propagation normal to itself due to burning with speed S T . The turbulent speed S T is given by:
where H is the eigenvalue in Eq.4.2 with p = −rn, where n = −∇G/|∇G| = (cos θ, sin θ) is the normal to the front pointing toward the unburnt side and θ the angle between the normal and the x-axis, see Fig.4 .1. Note: because in the present test-case, the large scale velocity field is a shear flow that depends on y only, the large-scale front will be a graph of y at all times, and the level-set function can be chosen as G(x, y, t) = x + g(y, t) so that Eq.4.3 reduces to the following equation, in one space-dimension:
Eq.4.3 or Eq.4.5 can be solved using standard level-set methods, provided that S T is available. An efficient procedure to precompute S T is described next. the front across the periodic box. This is illustrated in Fig.4 .2, which is a zoom on the small periodic box outlined in Fig.4.1 . Hence an efficient strategy to avoid repetitive calculations is to once and for all compute and store in a database the solution S T = S T (θ I , v J ) tabulated for values of θ I and v J spanning the expected range of values for θ and v. By analogy with the databases pre-computed for laminar flames with complex chemistry, the database for S T will be referred to as an asymptotic flamelet library. Pre-computing this flamelet library is a computationally intensive step, as one needs to solve the coupled problem Eq.4.2-Eq.4.4 repeatedly over the expected range of values for the parameters θ and v. The minimization in Eq.4.4 is easily carried out with a standard numerical routine [7] , but the cell problem in Eq.4.2 is far less standard. Except for one dimensional flows (simple shear layers) and a particular family of rotating flows [14, 26] , analytical solutions for Eq.4.2 are unknown. The problem is a challenging nonlinear eigenvalue problem. In [20] , a new efficient and robust numerical scheme was introduced and validated specifically for the purpose of solving this cell problem.
The flamelet library computed for the present test-case parameters using this method is shown in Fig.4.3 , where the contours for the speed enhancement S E (θ, v) = S T (θ, v) − S L are plotted. According to this plot, the speed enhancement S E reaches its maximal value S E,max ≈ 1.8 near (θ = −3π/4, v = 0) and (θ = π/4, v = 0). Also, S E decreases when v increases or when θ approaches the values 3π/4 and −π/4. This behavior is easily understood intuitively. When the intensity v of the large scale flow transporting the flame is large, the flame is swept so quickly across the periodic box that it has no time to be effectively wrinkled by the intermediatescale flow. This explains the dependance with respect to v. The most effective component of the intermediate scale flow in terms of impact on the flame is the shear. The shear is most effective if it is perpendicular to the front, and totally ineffective if it is parallel to the front. In that case, only the eddies in the flow contribute to the speed enhancement, that effect is much smaller. This explains the dependance with respect to θ.
Validation.
To validate the asymptotic large eddy simulation strategy just described, we compare the solution of Eq.4.5 supplemented by the appropriate flamelet library with the results from the direct numerical simulation of Eq.2.1 for decreasing values of . In particular, we compare the effective speeds of the flame, and its detailed shape. The effective speed of the asymptotic front is obtained as the time derivative of its average x-position. The effective speed of propagation in the case of the finite thickness simulations is obtained indirectly via a conservation principle. The detailed temperature field is replaced by a partition of the domain into a burnt area and an unburnt one, with the interface a straight vertical line. This effective interface is positioned such that the average temperature in the domain is equal to its average in the resolved field. The effective speed is the speed of the effective interface. Alternatively, it can be deduced directly from the space-averaged reaction rate.
In Fig.4 .5 demonstrate that as , α → 0, both the effective speed of the flame and its shape converge to the asymptotic limit predicted using Eq.4.5 -the agreement is quite remarkable. In Fig.4.4 , the large scale front was deliberately positioned to correspond with the cold side of the flame, this particular point will be discussed further in Section 5 (Issue II) below.
Revisiting practical LES issues.
The results from the previous section validate unambiguously the asymptotic theory in the limit of going to zero as well as its practical implementation via a flamelet library. The agreement between the asymptotic large scale front and the direct simulations is quite spectacular by the standards of LES validations. However, in a practical case, the flame thickness as well as the characteristic length scales of the subgrid turbulent flow are small but finite and one might challenge the relevance of the asymptotic theory for those cases. How to relate the asymptotic predictions with three practical issues from the large eddy simulation of flames is the topic of this section.
Issue I: parameterizing the turbulent burning speed. The LES results in Section 4 required as preliminary step the pre-computing of a turbulent flamelet library, i.e. an extensive database for the subgrid burning speed enhancement. For more realistic cases, this would be too costly, for one thing, the database would be in a much higher dimensional space than the special two-dimensional case ((θ, v) coordinates) corresponding to the idealized test-case in this paper. Instead, one might want to use an inexpensive subgrid model of the type: S T = S L + Kλ β , with λ the subgrid turbulence intensity (units of velocity) while the pre-constant K and the exponent β are parameters to be adjusted statically or dynamically (see for instance [4, 5, 9] regarding the feasibility of adjusting β dynamically rather than specifying it a priori). Experimental results indicate that typically S T will be linear in the turbulence intensity for "large" intensities (i.e. β = 1 at large intensities) but that β > 1 at small intensities; the transition between the two regimes is known as the bending effect. A better understanding of the possible regimes for S T (λ) would be very helpful in designing an efficient subgrid parameterization. A step in that direction was achieved in the present framework using a combination of careful numerical simulations and asymptotics (see [21] for details). For simplicity, we restrict the presentation here to the case when the perturbation velocity field v is a time modulated shear normal to the front: v = (v, 0) with v(y, t) = λ sin(2πy) cos(ωt). The results are as follows:
• in the limit ω → 0, the burning speed enhancement corresponds exactly to S E,0 = 2λ/π so that in that case, the scaling exponent is β = 1.
• when ω > 0, the normalized speed enhancement S E,N = S E /S E,0 is a function only of the non-dimensional numbert ∼ √ λ/ω. This non-dimensional number is the ratio of the modulation period T ∼ 1/ω to the flame deformation time t ref ∼ 1/ √ λ, defined as the time it takes a steady shear to deform to steady state an initially planar flame.
• whent is large (i.e. when the flow frequency is very slow, so that the steady solution is a good approximation), S E,N = 1 − C/t so that, to leading order, S E is proportional to λ and β = 1.
• whent is small (i.e. when the shear oscillates very fast, so that the flame has no time to respond and the enhancement is very small), S E,N =t 2 /4 so that S E is to leading order proportional to λ 2 and β = 2 Those predictions of two distinct regimes for S E,N (t) are verified in Fig.5 .1 where the flame propagation speed has been processed from numerical simulations with a wide range of values of ω and λ.
A similar analysis could be performed for the flamelet library from Section 4.2. For instance, the regime that governs the burning speed for front angles close to (−3π/4, 0) and (π/4, 0) (front nearly orthogonal to the shear component) is the slow regime, because the shearing component remains nearly constant as the front propagates. On the other hand, the fast regime is observed for large values of v and for front angles θ = 3π/4 and θ = −π/4. For those values, only the eddies effectively deform the front, but the large scale speed sweeps the front across the eddies too fast for them to be effective.
Issue II: identifying the LES front -the asymptotic view and the averaging view. Direct numerical simulations are one of the preferred strategies to design and validate LES strategies. In a direct numerical simulation of a premixed flame, all the scales, down to the very small reaction zone thickness, are explicitly resolved. An open question is the following: how should one process the DNS data to predict the large scale features of a flame front that one would ideally obtain from a large eddy simulation ? In other words, how should one extract from a finite-thickness, resolved reaction zone, the corresponding zero-thickness, large scale front ? For instance, one approach has been to to try to identify the infinitely thin front with a specific value of the reaction progress variable c (c = 1 representing the reaction being complete and c = 0 the reaction not yet started), the question is: which contour 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 should be identified with the large scale front ? In practical databases, different contours can have very different shapes and dynamics [32] so that the choice of a specific value for c can strongly influence the resulting modeling strategy. The asymptotic view used in the previous section is a very rigorous strategy to extract the large scale behavior as the fluctuations shrink with → 0. This abstract strategy is however very remote from the practical view so an alternative approach for extracting the large scale behavior is discussed here. As done earlier, a series of numerical experiments were carried out where Eq.2.1 was solved with the velocity field in Eq.3.1 and Eq.3.2, except that, this time, the intermediate scale flow alignment with respect to the large scale flow and the initial data was shifted randomly for each realization:
with x i , y i independent and uniformly distributed in [0, 1] . This random phase shift is illustrated in Fig.5.2 . Fig.5.3 shows the flame speed history for 20 realizations of that phase shift for = 1/16 and α = 1/4. In the limit of → 0, the phase shift would have no influence on the results but it definitely influences the finite realizations. Also shown is the average over all those realizations. While the speed history for each realization oscillates significantly as a function of time, the ensemble average speed displays much less fluctuations. Fig.5 .4 compares this ensemble averaged flame speed with the asymptotic speed prediction. The agreement is excellent, indicating that, in a statistical sense, the asymptotic theory is an excellent predictor for the finite behavior for values of , α as large as 1/16 and 1/4 respectively. The agreement is even more remarkable when one considers the geometry of the front as indicated by the reaction rate contours from the ensemble averaged temperature field, see wrinkled by turbulent eddies. The asymptotic cold-side front is the cold-side envelop of the wrinkled fronts, and it matches the cold side of the ensemble-averaged reaction zone. This has the following implications regarding the processing of DNS databases for turbulent flames:
• For the type of problems studied here (KPP chemistry), the large scale front does not correspond to any spatially-filtered contour of the reaction rate or of a progress variable, instead, it matches the cold-side envelop of the wrinkled fronts.
• Because this large scale front is an envelop, it might not be a smooth object but instead display discontinuities such as the cusps observed in the present set of experiments. One direct consequence of this observation is that the popular spatial filtering strategy might not be appropriate, as it smooths out such singularity. This smoothing is an artifact of the numerical procedure to process the DNS database. There is no reason to believe that a physics-based turbulent model can be designed to account for this purely numerical artifact.
• The phase-averaged front is not infinitely thin, instead it displays the typical turbulent flame brush. Nonetheless, in the experiments presented here, this flame brush thickness is still subgrid as it is on the order of α , so that a large eddy simulation of such front would still require the use of some form of front tracking or capturing numerical methodology, see for example [18, 22, 34] .
Issue III: reducing effectively the requirement for numerical grid refinement. The purpose of a large eddy simulation strategy is to be able to represent accurately the large scale behavior without resolving the fine scale details. Here we verify the feasibility of effectively reducing the grid refinement by relying on the subgrid modeling strategy. So far, the large scale behavior (for instance the front shape and the front speed) has been predicted using a resolution of 80 points per vertical period. Transposed to a practical computation, this resolution would still be excessive. 6. Conclusion. New, unambiguous answers to a number of important practical issues regarding the large scale simulations of turbulent premixed flames have been obtained using a hybrid asymptotic-numerical approach applied to an idealized test-case. Implementing the rigorous mathematical theory required the design of a specialized numerical tool to pre-compute efficiently the solution for an effective Hamiltonian, stored as an asymptotic flamelet library for the turbulent burning speed. Excellent agreement between direct numerical simulation and the asymptotic LES predictions has been observed even for values of the asymptotic parameter as large as 1/4 and scale separation as little as 2, which demonstrates the robustness and relevance of the asymptotic theory. The relevance of the asymptotic procedure to practical problems at finite was demonstrated by comparison with ensemble-averaged solutions, leading to a novel viewpoint on the large scale front as the cold-side envelop of the turbulent wrinkled front. The relevance to practical cases will be further explored by relaxing some of the more restrictive assumptions of the present class of test-cases, i.e. by considering multiple-scale velocity fields rather that flows limited to two separate scales, by including stochastic effects and more detailed chemistry models, and by reintroducing some form of feedback of the combustion on the flow field. 
